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ABSTRACT

Building learning agents that can progressively learn and accumulate knowledge is the core goal
of the continual learning (CL) research field. Unfortunately, training a model on new data usually
compromises the performance on past data. In the CL literature, this effect is referred to as catastrophic
forgetting (CF). CF has been largely studied, and a plethora of methods have been proposed to address
it on short sequences of non-overlapping tasks. In such setups, CF usually leads to a quick and
significant drop in performance in past tasks. Nevertheless, despite CF, recent work showed that
SGD training on linear models accumulates knowledge in a CL regression setup. This phenomenon
becomes especially visible when tasks reoccur. We might then wonder if DNNs trained with SGD or
any standard gradient-based optimization accumulate knowledge in such a way. Such phenomena
would have interesting consequences for applying DNNs to real continual scenarios. Indeed, standard
gradient-based optimization methods are significantly less computationally expensive than existing
CL algorithms. In this paper, we study the progressive knowledge accumulation (KA) in DNNs trained
with gradient-based algorithms in long sequences of tasks with data re-occurrence. We propose a new
framework, SCoLe (Scaling Continual Learning), to investigate KA and discover that catastrophic
forgetting has a limited effect on DNNs trained with SGD. When trained on long sequences with
data sparsely re-occurring, the overall accuracy improves, which might be counter-intuitive given
our understanding of catastrophic forgetting in CL. We empirically investigate KA in DNNs under
various data occurrence frequencies. We show that the catastrophic forgetting usually observed in
short scenarios does not prevent knowledge accumulation in longer ones. Moreover, propose simple
and scalable strategies to increase knowledge accumulation in DNNs.

1 INTRODUCTION
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Figure 1: Knowledge accumulation is not observable
in standard CL benchmarks (inset top). However,
when repeating the sequence of tasks (bottom), it be-
comes apparent (MNIST, 2 classes per task, averaged
over 3 lr and 5 seeds, each task until convergence)

Continual learning (CL) aims to design algorithms that learn
from non-stationary sequences of tasks and accumulate knowl-
edge. Classically, the main challenge of CL is catastrophic
forgetting (CF) — fast performance degradation on previous
tasks when learning from new data. CF is evaluated based on
the 0-shot accuracy of past tasks in scenarios with short se-
quences of disjoint tasks (Lesort et al., 2020; Lange et al., 2019;
Belouadah et al., 2021; Hadsell et al., 2020). This evaluation
protocol has led our community to the conclusion that new
knowledge systematically replaces the previous one, hence that
catastrophic forgetting erases past knowledge.

We challenge this idea and step back from classical CL and CF
literature to investigate to which extent fine-tuning with SGD
under sequential distribution shifts prevents the model from
accumulating knowledge.

Our research is driven by a simple observation highlighted in
Fig. 1. It shows that a DNN trained with SGD and Adam leads
to no overall improvement and first but accumulates knowledge
after repeated exposure to a fixed sequence of tasks (even without a separate head per task). This phenomenon
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contradicts the dominant belief in the CL literature that CF should prevent such accumulation. To investigate this
phenomenon further, we demonstrate in Section 2 that a DNN can retain knowledge about one task even after several
learning unrelated tasks (which we validate using meta-testing accuracy).Motivated by these results, we investigate
the effect of knowledge accumulation in longer sequences of tasks where data is not generated in a fixed pattern. We
propose SCoLe (Scaling Continual Learning), a framework that allows the generation of long sequences of potentially
overlapping tasks (Figure 4). SCoLe relaxes the constraint that tasks cannot overlap but constrains the sampling to a
subset of classes that changes over time (locally stationary). Samples are non-IID, and learning a task can still lead
to CF of previous knowledge. Thus, Scole is designed to reveal whether proper knowledge accumulation occurs in
models or if forgetting prevents it. Our findings reveal that when scaled to hundreds or thousands of tasks, deep neural
networks (DNNs) trained with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) display a consistent accumulation of knowledge,
providing evidence that the impact of catastrophic forgetting is limited. We study the impact of class and task occurrence
frequencies on model performance to understand better the knowledge accumulation capability of deep neural networks.
We also explore different options to boost knowledge accumulation and benefit from it.

Our contributions are as follows:

• We first show that forgetting does not prevent the transfer to downstream tasks, even several tasks later. We call this
effect “knowledge retention”, and we show it leads to knowledge accumulation when tasks are reoccurring.

• We propose an experimentation framework “SCoLe” (Scaling Continual Learning) to study and assess knowledge
accumulation through a long sequence of (reoccurring) tasks on a variety of datasets (MNIST, Fashion-MNIST,
KMNIST, CIFAR10, CIFAR100, Tiny-ImageNet200).

• Our study reveals that deep neural networks (DNNs) trained with SGD on a non-stationary distribution are capable of
accumulating knowledge, challenging the usual understanding of the impact of catastrophic forgetting.

• We investigate different strategies to improve knowledge accumulation effects, such as gradient masking, frequency
replay, optimizing the learning-forgetting trade-off or making models wider.

The code to reproduce results, setups and training is available at https://github.com/TLESORT/SCoLe.

2 THE LONG-TERM EFFECT OF FORWARD TRANSFER

In the continual learning literature, transfer is a major axis of investigation alongside CF (Lopez-Paz & Ranzato, 2017;
Riemer et al., 2019). The transfer can either be forward when already learned tasks help to solve the following ones,
or backward when learning new tasks helps with solving past tasks (Lin et al., 2022b). Forward transfer is usually
evaluated through the comparison of performance on individual tasks trained IID to their performance obtained in
CL streams (Lopez-Paz & Ranzato, 2017; Veniat et al., 2021; Ke et al., 2020; 2021). Recently, one of the major
types of transfer investigated in the literature is the transfer from pre-trained models to a sequence of downstream
tasks (Ke et al., 2021; Ostapenko et al., 2022; Hayes et al., 2020; Ke et al., 2023). The transfer is usually evaluated
through 0-shot performance, but can also be evaluated by probing (Davari et al., 2022; Caccia et al., 2019; Fini
et al., 2020). Even if the literature investigating large pre-trained models gives clear insight into forward transfer
having effects on all the downstream tasks of a continual learning scenario, forward transfer is usually evaluated by
looking at how learning one task influences the following one without investigating explicitly effects on a longer term.
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Figure 2: 0-shot test acc. on
task 1 while learning distrac-
tor tasks and revisiting task
1 at different frequencies (i.e.
every 5 tasks or never). This
plot suggests that the model
completely forgets between
two occurrences of task 1.

In this section, we investigate if forward transfer can have a long-term impact beyond
the direct next task. From a different perspective, we evaluate if the model can retain
knowledge (knowledge retention – KR) over extended periods, and whether it can
accumulate it (knowledge accumulation – KA), in non-stationary training regimes.

We design a scenario with one task of interest (task 1) that reoccurs at a regular fixed
frequency with intermediate distractor tasks (we run for 5 different seeds, each resulting
in task 1 composed of different randomly selected classes). The goal of this setting
is to track if the distractor tasks lead to complete forgetting or not, and if not, how
catastrophic the forgetting is. The scenario is designed from CIFAR100, the task of
interest is a classification task with 5 randomly selected classes. Distractors tasks are
built by sampling 5 random other classes and applying pixel-level permutation to the
original images (akin to permuted MNIST (Goodfellow et al., 2013)).

We train a model with ResNet architecture, consequently since CNNs usually rely
on features related to neighbouring pixels to learn, the pixel permutation of the distractor tasks should be especially
perturbing and should lead to forgetting. The model is trained until convergence on each task.
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We measure both the test and meta-test performance of the incrementally trained model. Test performance denotes
the usual test accuracy directly measured on the trained model (i.e. 0-shot performance) while meta-test performance
refers to the accuracy attained by the model if finetuned for a single epoch on task 1 (the task of interest). The meta-test
measures how the model is potentially able to transfer knowledge from the past task of interest to a new instance of the
same task.
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Figure 3: Normalized meta-
test accuracy on task 1 while
learning distracting tasks and
revisiting task 1 at different
frequencies. The meta-test
accuracy shows that beyond
0-shot forgetting, the model
performs knowledge retention
and accumulation.

Figure 2, shows a clear catastrophic forgetting behaviour in 0-shot performance. In
this setting, distractor tasks make the model completely forget in terms of 0-shot
performance, even if task 1 is revisited every 5 tasks. We will see now if the forgetting
is that dazzling for meta-testing or if, in fact, the model retains knowledge from the
previous task and can still transfer it. If the transfer had limited long-term impact, we
would expect the meta-test performance to decrease very fast, while if the transfer
had long term impact the meta-test performance should decrease slowly. We can note
that long-term transfer is equivalent to knowledge retention. Then, if in addition to
knowledge retention, the model can perform knowledge accumulation, the meta-test
performance should increase progressively when the task is revisited.

Figure 3 shows that meta-test accuracy actually slowly decreases over time when trained
on distractor tasks, and has an upward tendency if task 1 is revisited regularly, with
a faster increase for more frequent revisits. This shows that the model can indeed
retain past knowledge for prolonged periods and accumulate it, even if the 0-shot
test accuracy shows catastrophic forgetting and abrupt drops as in Figure 2. Note:
In Figure 3 and Figure 2, we experiment with various sets of classes for task 1, which
lead to variability in results depending on the difficulty of this task, to reduce the
variance, we normalize accuracies by the task 1 accuracy at its first occurrence.

Summary. In this section, we have demonstrated, through meta-testing, the model’s ability to retain knowledge over
extended periods, despite experiencing 0-shot catastrophic forgetting. However, in practical settings, the primary
concern is achieving satisfactory 0-shot performance for the overall problem, rather than focusing on meta-testing
performance. Furthermore, our interest lies in scenarios with high task variability and scalability, where data does
not repeat following a fixed pattern and context, and where the number of training stages (tasks) is high (>500 tasks).
Motivated by this observation, we introduce the SCoLe framework in subsequent sections. This framework addresses
the aforementioned requirements and enables us to explore whether knowledge accumulation in deep neural networks
(DNNs) could lead to a progressive improvement of 0-shot accuracy in continual learning scenarios.

3 SCoLe:A FRAMEWORK FOR CL WITH LONG TASK SEQUENCES

Test Time

Figure 4: Illustration of SCoLe (Scaling Continual Learning) scenario. With 5 classes in total (one per colour) and 2
classes per task. The data is selected randomly based on their label to build tasks dynamically into a potentially infinite
sequence. The model is trained on each task and evaluated on the test set containing all possible classes.

To study knowledge accumulation in long sequences of tasks, we propose the SCoLe (Scaling Continual Learning)
framework. This framework enables the creation of scenarios with an arbitrarily long sequence of tasks. As in classical
CL, each task’s training set in SCoLe contains a subset of a dataset. The evaluation is conducted by measuring the
overall performance of this dataset. In this setting, a learning system must accumulate knowledge by sequentially
experiencing isolated parts of the data. The key difference from classical CL scenarios is that data in SCoLe can reoccur
in different contexts.

Modern deep learning systems demonstrate the capability to accumulate knowledge when trained on stationary data.
Nonetheless, in situations where data from a shifted distribution is introduced incrementally and does not re-occur, CF
hinders the accumulation of knowledge. SCoLe proposes to fill the gap between these two settings and to study how
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knowledge accumulation evolves in non-stationary regimes as re-occurrence becomes more sparse in time. One of
SCoLe goals is to determine the occurrence frequency regimes in which algorithms can effectively learn. In this paper,
the algorithms of interest are how gradient-based algorithms, such as SGD. Intuitively, between two occurrences of
a task, DNNs are trained on other tasks and may forget. We measure the test accuracy on the entire test set to track
whether DNNs are learning more than forgetting. A model learning consistently more than it forgets will progressively
converge to a solution for all tasks. Nevertheless, the trade-off between learning and forgetting depends on many factors,
notably the occurrence frequency of the data. Experimenting with SCoLe makes it possible to vary the frequency
occurrence to understand better the learning dynamics of a given approach.

As noted in Cossu et al. (2021) the reocurrence of data happens naturally in many settings, and continual learning
algorithms can benefit from it. One example of a real scenario where data reoccurs is robotics. In a robotics environment,
such as a building or a factory, the tasks and concepts may vary through time but regularly reoccur. It is then important
to know under which task re-occurrence frequencies algorithms can be successful or not to be able to improve them.
Other examples could also be to streaming setups where events can repeat, e.g. newspaper feed, social feed, or stock
market... Intuitively, the training environment that fits SCoLe are those where the finite world assumption (Mundt et al.,
2020) may hold and where training is realized over a long period of time.

Framework. We instantiate SCoLe in a classification setting (Figure 4). In SCoLe, a task is a period of time where the
data distribution is stationary. The task changes with the input distribution. The test set stays fixed. In more detail, each
task consists of samples from a random subset of the N total available classes (N is dataset dependent). The agent is a
DNN that trains on the current task but evaluates on the test set Dtest containing the data of all classes. The framework
considers scenarios with varying numbers of tasks T and classes per task C.

Formally, the training set Dt for a task t consists of observations (x, y), which are generated like: y ∼ U(St),
x ∼ p(X|Y = y). Here, the set St = {ci}C−1

i=0 is sampled without replacement from PSCoLe(Y ) and contains classes of
task t. PSCoLe(Y ) is a probability distribution defined over N classes. We set PSCoLe(Y ) at the beginning to define the
scenario and set the occurrence frequency of each class.

In the default SCoLe scenario, PSCoLe(Y ) is the uniform distribution over all N classes U(0, N − 1). We can also
consider cases where PSCoLe(Y ) is non-uniform (Section 5.2) or evolves over time (Appendix H).

SCoLe scenarios can also be built with additional constraints. We experimented with some ideas in the appendix, such
as: penalizing reoccurrence of recent classes in Appendix B.1, restricting the number of possible tasks in Appendix B.5,
imposing fix sequence of tasks as in Figure 1 but with a random change in the classes in Appendix B.4 or creating
cyclic shifts in the distribution of classes in Appendix H.3.

Frequency of Occurrence. One of the key features of SCoLe is the ability to study KA as a function of the frequency
of occurrence (ν) and determine the frequency range at which algorithms are efficient. Algorithms designed for IID
settings are known to be effective learners when ν is very high (∼ every batch). on the contrary, CL algorithms
are designed for settings where ν is very low (∼ for some batches and then never again)(Kirkpatrick et al., 2017).
Experimenting with SCoLe will show performance in the intermediate frequencies of occurrence.

We can compute the expected occurrence frequency ν∗class of one class from PSCoLe(Y ), N and C. For example, for a
uniform PSCoLe(Y ), the expected frequency of occurrence of a class can be calculated with the probability of sampling
C elements from a set of N unique elements without replacement and can deduce the frequency of occurrence per task
directly: ν∗class = 1−ΠC−1

i=0 (1− 1
N−i ) per task (task−1). Then the expected number of tasks between two occurrences

of a given class τ∗class =
1

νclass
. For example, with CIFAR10 the total number of classes is 10, hence with C = 2 and

uniform PSCoLe(Y ), we have ν∗class = 1− (1− 1
10 )(1−

1
9 ) = 0.200 task−1 then τclass = 5 tasks.

For the task occurrence frequency, the expected number of tasks between two occurrences of the same task depends on
the total number of tasks

(
N
C

)
. With CIFAR100 and 2 classes per task, τtask =

(
100
2

)
= 4950. Thus, revisiting exactly

the same task in this setup is very rare (every 4,095 tasks). Note for standard CL τtask and τclass are inf . In this paper,
the occurrence of frequency is always the expected occurrence frequency (a priori set) and not the empirical frequency
(measured by counting the number of occurrences).

Summary. SCoLe is a continual learning framework for generating long sequences of tasks with various frequencies of
tasks and classes. It is made to study the knowledge accumulation capability of learning algorithms. SCoLe scenarios
are in between IID scenarios and usual CL scenarios, as the data may reoccur, but the distribution changes through time
and forgetting can compromise performance. SCoLe can be seen as a bridge between both setups since, depending on
the frequency occurrence of classes, we can be closer to one or the other.
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Figure 5: Knowledge accumulation on MNIST over a short sequence of tasks (a), when scaling the number of tasks
(b). Estimation of forgetting through time (c). The Hyper-parameters search (d) is realized by averaging performance
on scenarios built from MNIST, Fashion MNIST and KMNIST. Results show that masking gradient and removing
momentum on SGD consistently increase knowledge accumulation leading to a reduction of forgetting.

4 KNOWLEDGE ACCUMULATION

As documented in various classical works on CL, including French (1999), CF typically leads to a decline in performance
on previously learned tasks. Hence, we could expect that in any non-IID scenario, forgetting might have a strong effect
on performance. Building upon the insights presented in Sec. 2, we investigate knowledge accumulation in a simple
SCoLe setup. In contrast to Sec. 2, where the task performance where measure independently for other tasks, we now
measure the overall 0-shot performance (full test set) set with a single-head architecture.

4.1 INITIAL EXPERIMENTS ON SCoLe

In this first experiment, we evaluate knowledge accumulation in SCoLe using MNIST dataset. We use the two most
popular optimizers in CL and ML in general: SGD with momentum (Qian, 1999), and Adam (Kingma & Ba, 2014).
By default, we kept the optimizer’s hyper-parameters of PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019) and train a small convolutional
neural network (c.f. Appendix F).

Inspired by recent papers that show that masking the gradient in the last layer helps classifiers to learn continually (Caccia
et al., 2022; Zeno et al., 2018) even without any supplementary memorization process (Lesort et al., 2021a). We
also propose to use two simple modifications to SGD (1) removing the momentum, (2) masking the output layer’s
gradient for classes not currently in the task in the output layer: “gradient masking”. More precisely, for masking, we
replace outputs of classes that are not present in the current mini-batch by −1e9 to prevent backpropagation and to have
minimal influence on the softmax activation. On the one hand, intuitively, in the presence of data distribution drifts,
momentum (also present in Adam) produces a mixture between the gradient of the previous task and the gradient of
the current task, which can create interference in the training process. On the other hand, when training on a subset of
classes, the model does not learn anything about other classes. Hence masking the gradient for those outputs avoids
interfering with updates for other classes.

We see in Figure 5a that during the first tasks, no baseline seems to accumulate knowledge, which is in accordance with
the common understanding of the CF phenomenon: CF erases past knowledge, and the overall performance depends
only on the current task (French, 1999). However, when we scale the number of tasks and let reoccurrences happen,
in Figure 5b, we see that performance increases quickly until reaching IID accuracy, at least for most baselines. We
also see that forgetting decreases through time in Figure 5c. We note that since classes reoccur, forgetting needs to be
measured differently than in usual scenarios (van de Ven & Tolias, 2019) where we track accuracy on all tasks seen so
far. We propose to evaluate forgetting within a task by measuring the decrease in accuracy among classes seen so far
and not in the current task. This gives us the average performance lost in known classes while learning the current task.
The details of the calculation are in Appendix G.

4.2 ROBUSTNESS OF KNOWLEDGE ACCUMULATION

Baseline and Hyperparameters: To find the best setup to run our further experiments, we run a small hyperparameter
search on the same scenario with MNIST, Fashion-MNIST, and KMNIST. Figure 5d shows the average performance on
the three datasets with various learning rates. SGD without momentum and with masking is a stable baseline, as it
leads to knowledge accumulation consistently with all learning rates. Hence, We will experiment with this baseline in
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further experiments. Adam and SGD with momentum can also achieve knowledge accumulation, even without masking;
however, our results show it is more sensitive to HPs.

Datasets and Architectures: We investigate if knowledge accumulation happens consistently among datasets and archi-
tectures.
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Figure 6: (left) Test acc. on SCoLe with T scaled up to
1,000 tasks averaged over MNIST, Fashion-MNIST, KM-
NIST with 3 seeds. (left) normalized test accuracy with
various datasets on Scole (the accuracy is divided by the IID
accuracy), and (right) experiment with various architectures
on CIFAR10, (2 classes per tasks). line is the best IID
performance. The learning rate is set at 0.01.

We create scenarios on MNIST, Fashion-MNIST and
KMNIST with 500 tasks, CIFAR10, CIFAR100 and tiny-
ImageNet with 1,000 tasks (3 seeds). We experiment
with the baseline SGD+Mask on all of them. For CI-
FAR100 and tinyImageNet, we set C = 5, while for
the other datasets C = 2. In addition, we train several
architectures (Resnet18, Inception, vit_b_16 and VGG)
from the torch library and compare them in a default
SCoLe scenario on CIFAR10 with 2 classes per task. Fig-
ure 6a shows the learning curve on the various datasets.
We normalize accuracies by the IID accuracy to make
curves comparable. The IID test accuracies are: MNIST
99%, Fashion MNIST 89%, KMNIST 94%, CIFAR10
79%, CIFAR100 40%, and miniImageNet 20%. The IID
accuracies were obtained with the same models as in
SCoLe experiments, with Adam with default parameters
and without data augmentation. This figure shows that
knowledge accumulation occurs consistently in all these
datasets. Figure 6b shows that on CIFAR10, knowledge
accumulation consistently happens with various types of architectures.

Summary. In this section, we showed that when data reoccurs through long training sequences, as in SCoLe,
gradient-based optimization may overcome catastrophic forgetting and accumulate knowledge leading to progressively
improved overall 0-shot accuracy. This shows the limited effect that CF might have and the influence of the knowledge
accumulation (measured with meta-test probing in Section 2) on 0-shot performance.

5 EFFECT OF NON-STATIONARITY ON CONTINUAL LEARNING WITH SGD

In the previous section, we investigated knowledge accumulation with one frequency of occurrence per dataset and for
all classes. In this section, we explore more in-depth the impact of varying class occurrence frequencies on the ability
of DNNs to learn continually. We explore two cases, one where PSCoLe(Y ) is uniform; hence the expected frequency of
occurrence is the same for all classes and a second where PSCoLe(Y ) is not uniform.

5.1 UNIFORM OCCURRENCE FREQUENCY
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Figure 7: Expected performance depending on νclass (Fig-
ure 7a). νclass is influenced by the total number of classes
N . To remove the influence of the task difficulty, we normal-
ize by IID accuracy for each number of classes (Figure 7b).

In this section, we vary the frequency of occurrence ν∗class
by varying the total number of classes N in SCoLe sce-
narios with fixed classes per tasks C = 2 and the num-
ber of tasks T = 1000. Growing N with fixed C, low-
ers the probability of sampling each class and therefore
ν∗class. PSCoLe(Y ) is uniform, i.e. ν∗class is the same for
all classes.

We use a subset of N classes from CIFAR100 to create
various scenarios. Figure 7a shows the accuracy of scenar-
ios with various ν∗class. We normalized the test accuracy
by the IID accuracy on the same data to only assess the
effect of ν∗class on the knowledge accumulation without
the effect of increasing the problem difficulty.

This experiment shows that lowering occurrence frequen-
cies slows down knowledge accumulation. As frequency
of occurrence gets lower, further scaling of the number
of tasks is necessary to get closer to IID accuracy. We see
that for classes appearing more frequently than every 10 tasks (0.1 frequency), the expected normalized performance is
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higher than 50% of the IID performance. This result demonstrates that SGD-based training can learn without forgetting
and accumulate knowledge through a sequence of tasks, in particular when using masking.

5.2 MIXTURE OF OCCURRENCE FREQUENCY
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(b) t ∈ [250, 500]
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(c) t ∈ [500, 750]
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(d) t ∈ [750, 103]

Figure 8: Accuracy for classes vs occurrence probability over different task ranges. Looking at the 4 plots, we see
that the model increases performance through time for classes with higher occurrence probabilities. Lower bound

: Expected performance when the model learns at 80% accuracy for current classes and forgets everything after.
Upperbound : Expected performance when the model learns up to 80% each task and never forget after.

In previous experiments, all ν∗class were the same. In this experiment, we give a different ν∗class to each class, and we
analyse class performances independently from each other. This setting is built to not depend on the uniform distribution
of classes in the results.

In this scenario, we use CIFAR100 dataset, PSCoLe(Y ) is not uniform anymore, and each class is given a probability of
sampling on a wide range of probability. Then, for each task, we sample 10 classes from PSCoLe(Y ) to create tasks.
Details on the implementation of how to create a distribution of various probabilities are in Appendix D. In this setting,
we estimate ν∗class = 1−ΠC−1

i=0 (1− PSCoLe(Y = class) ∗ N
N−i ) task

−1. We can observe in Figure 8 the performance
at different task intervals. Although one might expect to observe improvement across all frequency ranges, the results
indicate that only the most frequent classes display enhanced performance. This finding suggests that to improve results
on comparable benchmarks, it may be advantageous to prioritize low-frequency classes. Additionally, while the model
outperforms the complete forgetting baseline, it still lags significantly behind a model that never forgets.

Summary. In this section, we empirically evaluate how SGD with masking accumulates knowledge with various
class occurrence frequencies. The evaluation was conducted both for equal (uniform PSCoLe(Y )) and distinct class
frequencies. Our experiments detail how well classes are learned and remembered depending on their occurrence
frequency. One of our results is that after a significant number of tasks and when using masking, CIFAR100 classes
reoccurring more than once every 10 tasks are remembered with over 40% of accuracy.

6 INCREASING KNOWLEDGE ACCUMULATION IN DNNS

6.1 LEARNING FORGETTING TRADE-OFF

A straightforward approach to minimize the effect of catastrophic forgetting could be to minimize the number of training
steps in each task. It would minimise forgetting during a given task, maximize the randomization of data, and get closer
to an IID training regime. On the other hand, it could also significantly limit the capability to learn the tasks themselves.

In this section, we investigate this strategy. We introduce the concept of “learning-forgetting trade-off”. While learning
on a new task, the model increases its knowledge about this new data but also might forget what was learned before.
The right learning-forgetting trade-off maximizes overall knowledge and aims to ensure that learning brings more
knowledge than forgetting.

Setting: In this experiment, we use the CIFAR10 dataset with C = 2 classes per task uniformly sampled with a scenario
of N = 1000 tasks. We vary the batch size and the number of epochs to control the number of gradient steps per task.

Results: Figure 9 shows that the number of epochs per task or the batch size that maximize the performance are not the
ones that minimize the number of gradient steps per task. Growing the number of steps per task might actually improve
performance, i.e. the model learns more than it forgets, at least until a certain point, as shown when we increase the
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Figure 9: Average test acc. on 1k tasks vs epochs per task (top) and batch size (bottom). Performance may improve with
more gradient steps per task but too many gradient steps on each task might lead to performance loss. IID baseline.

number of epochs. If the gradient steps’ number is increased too much, the model starts to forget more than it learns.
We can note that the ordering of the best number of epochs or best batch size might evolve with the number of tasks.
For more detail, we present the result for the same experiments with the test accuracy per task in appendix Figure 11.

This experiment shows the trade-off between learning new information and forgetting previous ones. At scale, algorithms
should then find the right amount of new information to learn to maximize this trade-off and the overall performance.

6.2 MODEL WIDTH

Table 1: Average Performance at different νclass range over the last 100
tasks (over 1000) of various model widths.

Size \ Probabilities 10−4 ≤
p < 10−3

10−3 ≤
p < 10−2

10−2 ≤
p < 10−1

10−1 ≤
p < 1

1 0.0 % 0.2 % 15.4 % 41.4 %

2 0.0 % 0.2 % 18.2 % 43.8 %

4 0.0 % 0.4 % 22.3 % 44.2 %

8 0.0 % 0.7 % 26.4 % 44.5 %

16 0.0 % 1.6 % 32.0 % 45.9 %

Inspired by Mirzadeh et al. (2021), in this
section, we would like to investigate how dif-
ferent widths of resnet models learn on SCoLe
setup. We are also interested in understanding
if making models wider improve performance
in all range of frequency of appearance.

We define the bandwidth of SGD as the νclass
range that SGD is able to learn without forget-
ting and accumulating knowledge. We train
on the CIFAR100 dataset with SGD (lr=0.1,
momentum=0) on one epoch per task. All
classes have a different probability of being
sampled when building a task as in Section 5.2.

We present the results of this experiment on various ν∗ ranges in Table 1. As in Mirzadeh et al. (2021), the SCoLe setup
confirms that wider models perform better. Moreover, interestingly, we see that most of the performance improvement
is focused on the intermediate frequency range of νclass ∈ [1e−2, 1e−3].
These results show that wider models improve performance but also increase the bandwidth of SGD with masking.

6.3 FREQUENCY REPLAY

As we have seen in previous sections, SGD training on DNNs leads to knowledge accumulation, a fortiori if the
occurrence frequency of classes is high. In this section, we show how to benefit from a better understanding of
knowledge accumulation to improve the compute efficiency of a vanilla replay approach.

Approach: Replaying past data is a standard approach to CL. However, replay approaches usually do not take into
account the capability of SGD to accumulate knowledge. Replay strategies are either based on random sampling
(Rebuffi et al., 2017; Chaudhry et al., 2019) or based on current loss space (Borsos et al., 2020; Aljundi et al., 2019).
Therefore, as a proof of concept that we can benefit from both knowledge accumulation and replay mechanisms, we
propose to replay based only on the class occurrence frequencies. The data from all classes is saved in the same way,
but data from classes that appear frequently are not replayed.

Based on experiments in Section 5.2 and Figure 8, we assume that our model effectively sufficiently accumulates
knowledge for classes with νclass > 0.1 tasks−1 and consequently, we replay other classes. However, to limit the
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compute cost of our replay mechanisms, we do not replay too rare classes (νclass < 0.01 tasks−1). The passband of
our frequency replay mechanism, i.e. the νclass range that is replayed, is [0.01, 0.1]. To resume, the frequency replay
mechanisms target classes that appear every 10 to 100 tasks.
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(a) Frequency Replay.
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(b) Acc. per frequency range

Figure 10: Class mean performance over the last 100 tasks
vs ν∗class (log). In Figure 10a, the vertical red lines are the
upper and lower cutoff frequencies of the replay mechanism.
Figure 10b plots the average acc. depending on if ν∗class
is within the passband of the replay mechanism, lower or
higher. Frequency replay improves performance in the de-
sired frequency range and on average.

Implementation Details: Each νclass is estimated by
counting occurrences during the scenario. To have an esti-
mate of frequency on several occurrences of one class, the
replay process may be triggered after τ = 3 occurrences
(c.f. Algorithm 1). The buffer saves n = 200 samples
per class. For each revisit, max(n/o, n/20) samples are
renewed, where o is the number of occurrences of the
class so far. We set a minimum of renewable by princi-
ple to avoid the replay buffer becoming frozen. While
replaying, we oversample the buffer in order to keep a
number of samples per class balanced during the task as
in Ostapenko et al. (2022).

In this setting, we evaluate the advantage of the frequency
replay strategy. We compare frequency replay with sim-
ple fine-tuning and random replay. To increase the diffi-
culty of the previous settings and avoid the repetition of
the exact same data point, we use TinyImagenet dataset
with the augmentations proposed in Hendrycks & Diet-
terich (2019). Those augmentations simulate common
perturbation and corruption in images. At each task, a
random augmentation is selected and applied with sever-
ity 2. We use a subset of 100 classes of TinyImagenet and train with 10 classes per task to have the same probability
distribution as in Section 5.2. In this setting, the compute overload of frequency replay over normal fine-tuning is
21.28%. In comparison, doing a full replay strategy, i.e. replaying all classes seen so far (and not in the current task),
would increase the compute by 873% (details in Appendix E). In our experiments, instead of comparing with full replay,
we compare the frequency replay with random replay with the same compute budget. The experiments are run on 10
different seeds.

Algorithm 1 Frequency Replay

Input: νlow, νhigh, τ , Cdict, Ct, nb_batch.
nb_batch← nb_batch + 1
classes2replay = []
for class = 0 in Ct do
Cdict[class]+ = 1

end for
for class = 0 in Cdict.keys()\Ct do
freq = Ct[class]/nb_batch
if Ct[class] > τ & freq ∈ [νlow, νhigh]
then

classes2replay.append(class)
Cdict[class]+ = 1

end if
end for
Return: classes2replay

We gathered results in Figure 10. This figure shows the positive
effect of frequency replay within the frequency range of interest and
overall (Average) compared to fine-tuning and random replay 1. We
observe that in lower frequencies, performances also improve. In-
deed, the x-axis is the expected frequency of occurrence and not the
empirical frequency of occurrence. If empirically, a low-frequency
class appears several times at the beginning of the scenario, it will be
“captured” by the replay mechanism and be replayed regularly. The
results with this simple replay mechanism illustrate as a proof of con-
cept the impact of better understanding knowledge accumulation in
DNNs to improve the scalability and efficiency of continual learning
approaches. A related idea to our frequency replay, was proposed in
Hemati et al. (2023), where the amount of data stored in the replay
buffer depends on the frequency of appearance of classes. However,
Their approach is meant to optimize memory footprint while ours is
meant to optimize compute footprint.

Note: In classical CL scenarios, classes do not reoccur throughout the
sequence of tasks. Nevertheless, frequency replay could still be used.
For example, instead of replaying every 10 tasks for ν∗class = 0.1, in
a classical setup classes could be replayed every 10 epochs to reduce compute cost while maintaining the advantage
of replay. This method was notably used for continual learning for text classification and question answering in
de Masson d'Autume et al. (2019).

1The p-value of frequency replay results being greater than random replay results is 0.04 in this experiment. With the usual
significance level at 5%, it means that the difference is significant.
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Summary. Making models wider, replaying based on frequency and/or optimizing the learning-forgetting trade-off
strategies are scalable and efficient approaches to improve the knowledge accumulation of SGD. Those results motivate
the importance of understanding the dynamics of learning and forgetting in the long run in order to design algorithms
that achieve optimal performance-compute trade-offs in practical settings.

7 RELATED WORK

Most scenarios in the continual learning literature study catastrophic forgetting (van de Ven & Tolias, 2019; Lesort
et al., 2021b). Such scenarios consist of a sequence of tasks where data appears in a single task. Those settings evaluate
whether models can remember tasks that they have seen only once. The no reappearance constraint makes the evaluation
of models clear since tasks overlap can not interfere with forgetting. However, they cannot study if approaches such as
SGD retain and accumulate knowledge through time. This is the main difference with the present work.

The scenario we propose has some similarities to the CMR (Lin et al., 2022a) and OSAKA (Caccia et al., 2020)
frameworks. However, in our setting, we do not evaluate fast adaptation but rather the capacity to learn classes and
remember them depending on their occurrence frequency. Moreover, there is no real concept shift in SCoLe. That is,
p(y|x) is fixed over time. Our evaluation protocol is also similar to the ALMA scenario (Caccia et al., 2021), since
we evaluate on a fixed test set. However, in ALMA the data distribution does not drift, while in SCoLe, there are
drifts between tasks. A scenario with a long sequence of tasks was proposed by Wortsman et al. (2020). Different
permutations of pixels for each task are used. However, there is no task re-occurrence, and SGD cannot accumulate
knowledge. Stojanov et al. (2019) experimented with scenarios with the re-occurrence of objects and find out that it
reduces the effect of forgetting. However, they did not analyse this finding by varying the frequency of occurrence.
From a different perspective, since classes might reoccur through time, the scenario can be assimilated to sequences of
similar and dissimilar tasks (Ke et al., 2020).

On a similar line as this work, Evron et al. (2022) theoretically showed that for linear regression trained with SGD,
knowledge accumulation leads to a reduction of CF when tasks reoccur. Other works investigate the effect of forgetting
on weights: Ramasesh et al. (2021) shows that CF impact mostly the weight on the higher layers. Doan et al. (2021);
Asanuma et al. (2021) use the modification of weights between two tasks as a proxy to measure the similarity of tasks.

The findings of this paper that DNNs consistently retain and accumulate knowledge could provide an explanation for
the observation that self-supervised models are continual learners (Fini et al., 2020), language models are continual
learners (Scialom et al., 2022), or that large scale pertaining reduce forgetting (Ramasesh et al., 2022). On the one
hand, in settings such as self-supervised learning and language modelling, knowledge accumulation is improved by
training with optimised general losses, which increase transfer between tasks and favour the re-occurrence of concepts
and features in data. On the other hand, when starting from a model pre-trained on a large task, long-term knowledge
retention benefits all downstream tasks, especially in short sequences. Nevertheless, if those results might be connected
into common learning and forgetting dynamics, the specificities of each setup remain a factor of variability in results.

8 CONCLUSION

This paper investigates knowledge retention (KR) and accumulation (KA) in deep neural networks. We show that
contrary to what most CL literature shows, catastrophic forgetting has a limited effect on DNNs. Indeed, despite initial
catastrophic forgetting observed in early tasks, DNNs still retain knowledge about past tasks even after learning several
unrelated tasks and can accumulate knowledge from every training stage. We propose the SCoLe framework to create
scenarios with various frequencies of class occurrences and study knowledge accumulation at scale. Additionally, to
improve knowledge accumulation in DNNs, we experiment with simple and scalable strategies: (1) masking the gradient
in the last layer, (2) optimizing the number of training steps per task to maximize the learning-forgetting trade-off, (3)
making the model wider, or (4) replaying rare classes. We believe that assessing the efficiency of algorithms at scale
with regard to frequency occurrence could greatly improve the evaluation of algorithms for later application into real
scenarios.
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A DETAILS

A.1 DETAILS ON FIGURE 9
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Figure 11: Test acc. on 1k tasks vs epochs per task and batch size. Performance may improve with more gradient steps
per task but too many gradient steps on each task might lead to performance loss. IID baseline.

A.2 KL DIVERGENCE SCoLeVS IID.

Measuring divergence to IID.

In IID training, samples are drawn identically and independently from a static distribution. Hence, to break the IID
assumption, we use the SCoLe framework presented in Section 3, which constrains the sampling to be on a subset of
classes that change through time. Hence, samples will not be identically and independently sampled. To estimate how
the SCoLe framework differs from IID training, we compute the Kullback Leibler divergence between the IID and
SCoLe distribution and find that for N classes and C classes per task, DKL

(
p(X,Y |St)||Piid(X,Y )

)
= log N

C .

For a given task t, the KL-divergence between the data distributions is:

DKL

(
p(X,Y |St)||piid(X,Y )

)
=

∑
x∈X,y∈Y

pt(x, y|St) log
pt(x, y|St)

p(x, y)

=
∑

x∈X,y∈Y

p(x|y)p(y|St) log
p(x|y)p(y|St)

p(x|y)p(y)

=
∑
y∈Y

p(y|St) log
p(y|St)

p(y)

∑
x∈X

p(x|y)

=
∑
y∈Y

1{y∈St}

C
log

N

C
= log

N

C

(1)

Since PSCoLe(Y )) is uniform over elements in set St, PSCoLe(Y = y) = 1
N . Since each of the T tasks is equally

probable, the expected divergence is as follows:

E[log
N

C
] =

T∑
t=1

1

T
log

N

C
= log

N

C
. (2)

This result shows that SCoLe data distribution is different from an IID distribution and that we can control the KL
divergence by changing N and C. Nevertheless, in the later experiments, instead of referring to the divergence, we will
analyse the expected class frequencies ν∗class. Indeed, the frequency of classes is easier to estimate in
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A.3 COMPUTE ESTIMATION.

To estimate the compute overload of frequency replay (21.28%) and full replay (873%), we count the number of times
any class is replayed. In a sequence of 2500 tasks with 10 classes per task, the finetuning approaches process the data of
the equivalent of 2500× 10 = 25000 classes. For frequency replay, the replay is triggered to replay a class 5320 times
within the 2500 tasks, while with full replay, it would be 193445 times. Hence the estimated total compute of replay is
(25000+5320)÷25000 = 1.2128 time the compute of finetuning, and dense replay (25000+193445)÷25000 = 8.23
times the compute of finetuning.

Samplewise, in total, fine-tuning approaches roughly processed 1.25e7 samples (2500 tasks with 10 classes per task,
and approximately 500 samples per task), finetuning with frequency replay processed 1.5e7 while finetuning with full
replay would have processed 1.09e8 samples.

To create random selection with the same compute budget, replay is realized by randomly and uniformly selecting a
subset of classes in the buffer and replaying the associated data. The number of classes is selected, such that the overall
compute growth by 21.28% over simple finetuning.

B ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTS

B.1 REDUCING VARIANCE OF EXPECTED TIME BETWEEN REPETITION

In the original SCoLe setup ( Section 3), the class distribution is stationary, hence sampling a new task is independent of
what happened previously. This phenomenon can lead to a high variance in the number of intermediate tasks between
two reoccurrences of a class. In order to reduce this variance, here we introduce a penalty factor γ to penalize the
resampling of classes that were sampled recently. Intuitively, we want to make the sampling probability of a particular
class proportional to the time passed since it’s last occurrence.

We implement this idea in the following way: if a class is sampled in the current task, the probability of sampling
this class in the next task is divided by γ. However, by applying this reduction the sum of the vector of probability
becomes lower than 1 and a renormalization is applied to fix this. The reduction + renormalization strategy decreases
the probability of sampled classes and increase the probability for other classes. One example, if we start with uniform
distribution with 5 classes we have a vector of probabilities p = [0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2], if we sample two classes [0, 2]
with a gamma factor of 2, the unnormalized probability distribution becomes p = [0.1, 0.2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2] and after
normalization p = [0.125, 0.25, 0.125, 0.25, 0.25]. When applying this scheme sequentially we maximize the chance of
resampling classes that did not appear recently, without changing the average expected time between two occurrences,
therefore reducing the variance.

Note that the higher γ is, the closer we get to a fixed sequence of tasks the sequentially reoccurs, as in Figure 1.
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Figure 12: In this experiment, we investigated the effect of penalizing the reoccurrence of recent classes. A value of
γ = 1 indicates no penalization. Surprisingly, we found that this penalization had no discernible impact on knowledge
accumulation..
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We run experiments with various values of γ, (γ = 1 is the same as the original SCoLe setup) on CIFAR10 dataset with
2 classes per task (N = 10, C = 2). The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 12, however, the penalization
introduced by γ did not seem to influence performance at all. We conclude from this experience that the variance of the
expected time between reoccurrences has a low influence on data accumulation, at least when the ratio C

N is quite high.

B.2 INCREASING THE NUMBER OF CLASSES PER TASK
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Figure 13: Growing the number of classes per task within a task in the full CIFAR100 dataset.

Figure 13, shows that our training framework also works when the number of classes per task increases. The more
classes in the task, the faster the learning curve is. Here, we sample tasks from the entire CIFAR100 dataset.

B.3 MAKING THE MODEL DEEPER

In these experiments, we train on CIFAR10 with binary tasks and classes sampled uniformly. Figure 14 shows that
depth has a low impact in our experiments.
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Figure 14: Growing the number of layers in the resnet model. line represent IID performance with resnet22.

B.4 STRUCTURING THE TASK SEQUENCE

Setting: In this experiment, we want to evaluate the role of randomization of classes within tasks. In other words, we
try to answer the following question: Is it important that classes are randomly sampled when building tasks? For this,
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Figure 15: Comparison of several sequences of tasks with a default structure modified by a random flip of classes
at each task. The scenario created with CIFAR10, 2 classes per task. The randomization of tasks is not critical for
knowledge accumulation.

we start with a fixed sequence of binary classification tasks. This sequence is built so that all possible pairs of classes
exist and occur only once. By default, training is achieved by repeating training on this fixed sequence of tasks until the
end of the full sequence of tasks. We compare this baseline with the same sequence of tasks, but for each task, we set
the probability p that each class is flipped by random to another class. The classes of the initial sequence of tasks is
[0, 1] −→ [0, 2] −→ [...] −→ [1, 2] −→ [1, 3] −→ [8, 9] −→ [0, 1] −→ [...]. The values of p are 0, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1.
We can see that p = 1 is the same as in the default scenario.

Results: The results presented in Figure 15 show that having a fixed sequence of tasks instead of a randomized one
does not reduce knowledge accumulation in our setting.

B.5 LIMITING THE POSSIBLE PAIRS OF CLASSES IN TASKS
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Figure 16: Comparison of SCoLe scenario when selecting only a subset of all possible pairs of classes within tasks. We
vary the proportion of pairs kept and plot test accuracy.

Setting: In this experiment, we want to evaluate how important it is that all possible pairs of classes exist within the full
sequence of tasks. For this, we start from the list of all possible tasks and select only a subset of them. When building
the task sequence, we only select pairs of classes from the selected list.
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Results: The results presented in Figure 16 show that the presence of all possible pairs of classes within the sequence
of tasks plays an important role. In fact, without replay to learn discriminative features between two classes, classes
must be on the same task (Lesort et al., 2019).

C SCENARIO IMPLEMENTATION

# num_classes: the total number of classes
# classes_per_tasks: number of tasks per class (2 by default)
# probability: vector defining probability of sampling each class for a task (

Uniform by default)
# nb_epochs: epochs of training per task (1 by default)

import numpy as np
from continuum.scenarios import ClassIncremental
from continuum.datasets import CIFAR10

scenario = ClassIncremental(CIFAR10(config.data_dir, train=True), nb_tasks=
nb_classes)

test_set = CIFAR10(config.data_dir, train=False).to_taskset()

for task_index in range(num_tasks):
classes = np.random.choice(np.arange(num_classes), p=probability, size=

classes_per_tasks, replace=
False)

# create taskset with only selected classes
taskset = scenario[classes]
for epoch in range(nb_epochs):

# train the model on "taskset" data
[...]

# test the model on the full test set
[...]

Figure 17: Pseudo-Code using continuum (Douillard & Lesort, 2021) to control the distribution imbalance in classes.

The implementation presented in Figure 17 proposes a static version of the scenario. However, the “probability”
distribution can be modified through the task sequence to create never-ending drifts or cyclic drifts in the class
distribution or simply to change the balance of the class distribution.

D MIXTURE OF CLASS FREQUENCY

To change the entropy of the class distribution, we start with a uniform vector of probabilities u. For each class, u gives
the probability of this class being sampled for a task. To create an imbalance in class probabilities, we slightly modify
this vector using u′ = u− 1

C2 ∗ numpy.arange(C), with C the number of classes. The modification is quadratic with
the number of tasks that cover a wide range of occurrence frequency. To increase the imbalance in the distribution, we
multiply u′ by itself d times. The complete experimentation tests the values of 0, 1, 2, 5 and 10. Note that d = 0 means
that the distribution is uniform. Appendix D shows the Python implementation and the probability vectors for each d).

E COMPUTE

This project was realized with the use of internal clusters. Each run was performed with a single GPU, mostly NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 2070, Quadro RTX 8000, and Tesla V100-SXM2-32GB. The total amount of time required for the runs
is 202 days.

F ARCHITECTURES NEURAL NETWORK FIRST EXPERIMENT

The architecture of the convolutional neural network used in ??.
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# num_classes: the total number of classes
# lambda: hyper-parameter = 1/num_classes
# entropy_decrease: parameter that control the scale of the imbalance

import numpy as np
prob_vec = np.ones(num_classes) / num_classes
% introduction of slight imbalance
prob_vec = prob_vec - (1/num_classes) * np.arange(num_classes) * lambda
prob_vec /= prob_vec.sum()
prob_vec = prob_vec**entropy_decrease / (prob_vec**entropy_decrease).sum()

# we shuffle the vector so for each experiment the imbalance is not the same
np.random.seed(config.seed)
np.random.shuffle(prob_vec)

for task_indef in range(num_tasks):
selected_classes = np.random.choice(np.arange(num_classes), p=prob_vec,

size=classes_per_task, replace=
False)

# the we can create the task and train the model
[...]

Figure 18: Pseudo-Code to create imbalance frequency of appearance.
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Figure 19: Density distribution of log probabilities of sampling for various entropy decrease factors.

G FORGETTING

In long task sequences, it becomes difficult and costly to track the forgetting on all tasks seen so far, hence we estimate
forgetting by looking locally at how learning a new task makes the model forget the one just before. We calculate
local forgetting, which is the amount of forgetting in a task-induced by learning the next task. Note: we only compute
forgetting with non-overlapping classes between two tasks.

Flocal(t) =
1

N − C

∑
j /∈Yt

At,y=j −At−1,y=j (3)

With Yt the set of classes in task t and At,y=j the accuracy realized on class j at task t. Flocal(t) averages the forgetting
generated in classes that are not in the current task. Then, total forgetting F averages local forgetting on tasks seen to
far and is computed as:
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Figure 20: Probility of occurrence vs frequency of occurrence for a various number of classes per task. The number of
classes per task grows the frequency of occurrence.

import torch.nn as nn

relu = nn.ReLU()
conv1 = nn.Conv2d(1, 10, kernel_size=5)
conv2 = nn.Conv2d(10, 20, kernel_size=5)
maxpool2 = nn.MaxPool2d(kernel_size=2)
fc1 = nn.Linear(320, 50)
head = nn.Linear(50, 10)

# Forward pass with pytorch
# x dimension is [1,28,28]
x = relu(maxpool2(conv1(x)))
x = relu(maxpool2(conv2(x)))
x = relu(fc1(x))
x = head(x)

Figure 21: Pseudocode describing the architecture used for experiments in ??

F =
1

T − 1

T∑
i=1

Flocal(t) (4)

H EFFECT OF LONG-TERM DISTRIBUTION SHIFTS

In the experiments presented so far, we sampled classes for each task from the same distribution p(St;C). Here we
create SCoLe scenarios with a shift over time in the class distribution and assess the accumulation of knowledge under
long-term shifts — shifts that persist for over several hundreds of tasks. Those shifts may result in very large or infinite
τclass for some classes. We evaluate knowledge retention and interference by designing three different shift patterns
and evaluate models with increasing width to access whether increasing the width can slow down forgetting (Mirzadeh
et al., 2021).
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Figure 22: Cyclic Shifts Experiments: (left) shows the test accuracy averaged over the 10 last tasks for all cycle and
model sizes. (right) the effect of cyclic shifts for the smaller model.

H.1 KNOWLEDGE RETENTION WITH LONG-TERM CLASS SHIFT

We assess the capabilities of deep neural networks to maintain correct prediction on classes that stop appearing. This
evaluation of knowledge retention is strict in comparison to related works (Fini et al., 2022; Davari et al., 2022) that
evaluate knowledge retention by linear probing latent representation. In our setup, knowledge retention in lower layers
is not sufficient, and the model also has to maintain knowledge from feature extraction in lower layers to the decision
boundaries in the last layer.

Setting: We train on a scenario with C = 2 and uniform p(Y |St) on CIFAR10. We start the training with all classes,
and after 500 tasks, we remove half the classes from the class distribution. In contrast to standard CL, where distribution
shift is usually caused by adding classes, here we remove classes. In such a scenario, the forgetting behaviour should
be smooth because the error on remaining classes should be low. Results: ?? (left) shows that even if no new data is
introduced to the learner, that is, no interference with old knowledge is possible, the model can still forget when a subset
of already learned classes is no longer trained on. Interestingly, in this setup forgetting is slow and not catastrophic, and
knowledge persists during several hundreds of tasks. Moreover, we clearly observe that growing the width of the model
increases knowledge retention to the point that it looks like the model perfectly memorized removed classes for the
maximum model size.

H.2 KNOWLEDGE RETENTION WITH CLASS SUBSTITUTION

Similarly to the previous section, we investigate a setting with an abrupt shift in the class distribution, however instead
of removing classes (shrinking the domain of p(St;C)), we replace existing classes with new (shift the domain of
p(St;C)). This allows us to investigate the interference and forgetting dynamics that both cause performance drop in
this setting. The goal is to assess whether observed knowledge retention can help to slow down forgetting.

Setting: First, 500 tasks are generated from the first 5 classes of CIFAR10 (first period), and the second 500 tasks
are generated from the remaining 5 classes (second period). There is then no overlap between the classes in the first
and second periods. Also here we test models with various widths. Results: The results in ?? (right) show that this
sudden class shift creates disturbances in the training process as in classical CL scenarios. Moreover, in the second
period of training, the model struggles more to learn the tasks than during the first period, meaning the first period
does not provide good initialization for later tasks and that the forward transfer is limited in such a regime. This result
corroborates the results of Ash & Adams (2020), who witnessed a similar phenomenon in a transfer setting. Similarly
to the previous section, observe that wider models can better resist catastrophic forgetting. Still, this difference appears
less clear, and it could be due to the better knowledge retention of first classes.

H.3 CYCLIC SHIFTS

Here we aim to assess whether knowledge retention in DNNs observed previously persists when we fix τclass to be
equal for all classes but varying number of expected SGD updates uclass before repetitions. To this end, we let the
distribution p(St;C) follow a cyclic pattern.
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(a) 0 - Original (b) 1 - gaussian_noise (c) 2 - shot_noise (d) 3 - impulse_noisee (e) 4 - speckle_noise

Figure 23: Example of data augmentation for experiments in Section 6.3. The data augmentation is here realized with
severity 4 for better visual effect. However, experiments were conducted with severity 1 in order to not make images
unrecognizable.

Setting: We define a shifting window of W classes as the domain of p(St;C) for N
λ tasks after which it is shifted by

one class or more depending on N and λ. Here λ is the cycle size, i.e. W is exactly the same for every λ tasks. For
example, if the class subset Wt before is [0, 1, 2], after a shift, it will become [1, 2, 3]. After λ tasks, it will be again
[0, 1, 2]. We use the full CIFAR100 dataset (N = 100) with 5 classes per task, the window size is W = 10, and the
cycle size is λ ∈ [50, 100, 200, 500], higher λ leads to higher uclass. We choose CIFAR100 because it has more classes
than CIFAR10 and allows the creation of shifts over a longer period. In this experiment, when a class leaves the subset
window, it needs λ−W tasks to return leading to equal τclass for all classes.

Results: We can see in Figure 22 that an increased shift period makes training harder, i.e., better learning happens if
classes reoccur more frequently. Even with the largest period, the model still progresses systematically over time, as
seen in Figure 22 (bottom). Consistently with other experiments, wider models result in better performance, as shown
in Figure 22 (top). These experiments show that SGD-trained DNNs are also capable of long-term retention and can
still accumulate even if they do not see some classes for a long period of time.

Conclusion. Forgetting still happening in long sequences of tasks with long-term distribution shifts is expected.
However, experiments in this section show that models are capable of long-term knowledge retention, enabling
knowledge accumulation even when data is not seen for a long time. Our results are in line with the findings of Mirzadeh
et al. (2021): Wider models forget less in incremental scenarios. Further, we have also shown that the widest models are
capable of almost perfect knowledge retention and that with long-term distribution shifts such as cyclic shifts, deep
neural networks can accumulate knowledge. They can memorize and reuse knowledge from classes not seen since more
than 200 hundred tasks.

I EXPERIMENTS WITH DATA AUGMENTATION

I.1 SAMPLES

I.2 SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTS

In most of our experimentation, when a class reappears, the exact same data is fed to the model. In this experiment, we
want to investigate the influence of this. We compare training with exact same data and with data modified by random
data augmentation.

Setting: We use the augmentations proposed in Hendrycks & Dietterich (2019) that simulate common perturbation and
corruption proposed in images. At each task, a new augmentation is selected and applied with severity 1. We selected
our augmentation among, “no corruption”, “gaussian noise”, “shot noise”, “impulse noise”, “speckle noise”, “gaussian
blur”, “defocus blur”, “motion blur”, “zoom blur”, “fog”, “snow”, “spatter”, “contrast”, “brightness”, “saturate”,
“elastic transform” and “glass blur”. They minimized the chance of having the same exact data several times, and the
augmentation applied to the data is variate and significant. We use a subset of 50 of the TinyImagenet dataset with 5
classes per task.

Results: Our results are presented in Figure 24. It shows that the augmentation applied to each image to minimize the
chances of having the exact same images does not compromise the accumulation of knowledge. Moreover, Figure 25
shows that when growing the number of epochs per task, augmentation can improve performance over exact data
repetition.
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Figure 24: TinyImagenet 50/5, 1 epoch per task: Addition of random augmentation at each task with various severity.
The augmentation slows down knowledge accumulation but does not prevent it.
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Figure 25: TinyImagenet 50/5, 5 epochs per task: when growing the number of epochs per task, a slight data
augmentation improves results over exact data repetition.
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